RFQ Questions & Answers

Westbound US 84 Mississippi River Bridge
Painting and Pin and Link Replacements
Adams County, Mississippi and Concordia Parish, Louisiana
Project Number: BR-0015-01(129)/106736-301000

RFQ questions received as of June 22, 2016:

1. QUESTION: Is it acceptable for a Steel Repair Subcontractor/Team Member to be on multiple Responders’ Teams?

   ANSWER: Yes. An addendum will be forthcoming.

2. QUESTION: Is it acceptable for a Prime Contractor/Responder to include multiple potential Steel Repair Subcontractors/Team Members in their SOQ? In this case the Prime Contractor would choose the lowest responsible priced Steel Repair Subcontractor/Team Member to perform the work.

   ANSWER: No. An addendum will be forthcoming.

3. QUESTION: If question number 2 is answered in the affirmative, is there a maximum number of Steel Repair Subcontractors/Team Members allowed to be submitted in the SOQ?

   ANSWER: See the answer to Number 2 above.

4. QUESTION: If question number 2 is answered in the affirmative, are additional pages beyond the 35 pages specified going to be allowed for each additional Steel Repair subcontractor/Team Member?

   ANSWER: See the answer to Number 2 above.

5. QUESTION: If additional pages are allowed due to the above, how many?

   ANSWER: See the answer to Number 2 above.

6. QUESTION: Will this project be federally or state funded?

   ANSWER: Per Page 5 of the RFQ, it states: “This Project includes federal funds.”